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Abstract
We describe a compiler which translates a set of hpsg lexical rules and their inter-
action into denite relations used to constrain lexical entries. The compiler ensures
automatic transfer of properties unchanged by a lexical rule. Thus an operational
semantics for the full lexical rule mechanism as used in HPSG linguistics is provided.
Program transformation techniques are used to advance the resulting encoding. The
nal output constitutes a computational counterpart of the linguistic generalizations
captured by lexical rules and allows \on the y" application.
Keywords: lexical rules, hpsg, o-line compilation, program transformation.
1 Introduction
In the paradigm of hpsg, lexical rules (henceforth lr) have become one of the key
mechanisms used in current analysis. Among logicians and computational linguists,
lrs have been far less popular. The intuitive idea behind lrs is based on notions such
as matching, copying, and automatic transfer of the properties unchanged by a lr,
which are not easily integrated in the logic setup of hpsg. Even though some studies
of various formal and computational aspects of hpsg lrs exist (e.g., [FPW85], [Fli87],
[Pol93], and [Gei94]), so far no proposal captures the full semantics intended for the
lr mechanism. For computational linguists, lrs cause additional problems since they
are a completely unrestricted mechanism for enlarging the lexicon. In the general case
it is impossible to decide beforehand which lr derives a lexical entry (henceforth le)
meeting a certain requirement. The usual computational treatment of lrs therefore
computes all entries resulting from lr applications at compile time (e.g., [Car92]). The
generalizations which were captured by lrs are lost for computation. Moreover, such
a treatment cannot be used for the increasing number of hpsg theories which propose
lrs that result in an innite lexicon.
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We investigate a new computational treatment of lrs which, instead of expressing
relations between les, encodes possible variations resulting from lr application inside
of the entries. A similar proposal has been made in [vNB94]. Contrary to their use
of this method for hand encoding one lr, we interpret lrs in general as systematic
covariation in les. I.e., we establish a formal link between the lr mechanism and
denite relations encoding covariation in les. The interaction of a set of lrs and the
transfer of all properties unchanged by a lr are automatically deduced from the set of
lrs provided.
We developed a compiler that translates a set of lrs and their interaction into
denite relations constraining les. We show that the denite relations produced by
the compiler can be rened by program transformation techniques to increase run-
time eciency without losing an independent representation of lrs. In addition the
compiler adapts the lexicon such that les directly bear all specications not changed
by the lrs. This permits delayed evaluation of lexical covariation, i.e., \on the y"
application of lrs, which avoids expanding out the lexicon.
The conception of lrs underlying the research presented here makes it possible to
deal with the full lr mechanism within the feature logic for hpsg proposed in [Kin89]
and [Kin94]. The reader is referred to [Meu] for the formal semantics of lrs upon
which our computational treatment is based. Due to this theoretical foundation, the
computational treatment of lrs proposed can be seen as an extension to the principled
method discussed in [GM95] for encoding the main building block of hpsg grammars
{ the implicative constraints { as a logic program.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we show how lrs and their
interaction can be expressed as systematic covariation in les and how abstract lexicon
expansion is used to produce denite relations encoding lrs and their interaction.
Subsequently we focus on an improvement of abstract lexicon expansion by means of
program transformation techniques (section 3). Section 4 presents an adaption of the
lexicon necessary for \on the y" application of lrs.
2 Lexical Covariation: Encoding Lexical Rules and
their Interaction as Denite Relations
The treatment of lrs we investigate in this paper at rst sight diers signicantly from
the conventional view of lrs as relations between les. We express the application of a
set of lrs as denite relations encoding systematic covariation in base lexical entries.
I.e., inside of the les which are supposed to feed one or more lrs, we express the les
which can be derived from them by means of dierent solutions to calls to denite
relations.
By encoding lr application inside of each le, generalizations over classes of les
seem to be lost in our approach. This is not true though, since we use a call to the same
denite relation in all of a natural class
1
of les. This way denite relations capture
the systematic covariation in les belonging to a particular natural class. We are able
to maintain an independent denite clause representation of the lrs specied by the
linguist to express generalizations over the lexicon.
1
In section 2.3 we show how the compiler detects such natural classes.
2
In the following, we describe four compilation steps which translate a set of lrs as
specied by the linguist and their interaction into denite relations to constrain les.
2.1 Lexical Rules as Denite Relations and the Automatic
Property Transfer
We start by translating each lr into a denite clause predicate, called the lexical rule
predicate. The rst argument of a lr predicate corresponds to the in-specication of
the lr and the second argument to its out-specication.
Assume the following signature (the type hierarchy and the appropriateness condi-
tions), which will be used throughout the paper:
2
>
2
6
4
W bool
X bool
Y bool
t
3
7
5
2
6
4
A val
B bool
C t
word
3
7
5
list bool val
t
1
h
Z list
t
2
i
elist
"
HD val
TL list
nelist
#
+   a b
Figure 1: An example signature
Suppose the linguist species the following lr:
2
4
B  
C
t
h
Y  
i
3
5
7!
2
6
6
4
A b
C
t
"
X +
Y +
#
3
7
7
5
Figure 2: lr 1 as specied by the linguist
This lr applies to les which unify with the in-specication, i.e., les which specify b
and y as  . The derived le licenses word-objects with + as the value of x and y, and
b as that of a. The translation of the lr into a predicate is trivial:
lex rule 1(
2
4
B  
C
t
h
Y  
i
3
5
,
2
6
6
4
A b
C
t
"
X +
Y +
#
3
7
7
5
)
Figure 3: Denite clause representation of lr 1
Though this predicate represents what the linguist specied, it does not accom-
plish exactly what she/he intended. Features specied in a le unifying with the in-
2
Space limitations force us to use rather abstract lrs in the examples of this paper.
3
specication of the lr which are not specied dierently in the out-specication of the
lr are intended to receive the same value on the derived entry as on the base entry,
i.e., additional path equations between the in- and the out-specication of the lrs have
to be ensured. We will call this automatic property transfer .
The detection of which additional path equations are intended by the linguist cru-
cially depends on the closed world interpretation of the type hierarchy assumed in
hpsg. The closed world interpretation makes it possible to determine which kind of
(by ontological status fully specic)
3
lexical objects may undergo the rule. Since a
type can always be replaced by a disjunction of its minimal subtypes, on the basis of
the signature we can determine which paths the linguist left unspecied in the out-
specication of the lr. This allows us to \ll in" path equalities between the in- and
the out-specication of the lr to make sure that the values of all features which do
not get specied dierently in the out-specication get transferred.
However, deriving automatic property transfer for a lr can be problematic because
the in- and out-specication of a lr are usually less specic than the base les which
license the input words. In fact, the lr 1 of our example applies to les with t
1
as their
c value and to those having t
2
as their c value. With respect to property transfer this
means that there can be les such as
h
C t
1
word
i
for which we need to make sure that t
1
as the value of c gets transferred. However,
the type information t
1
, which is more specic than that given in the output of the
lr, can only be specied on the out-specication of the lr if the specication of c is
transferred as a whole (via structure sharing of the value of c). This is not possible
since the values of x and y are specied in the out-specication of the lr. In more
general terms the problem is that there is no notion of sharing just the type of an
object. However, not only such typing information, but also certain feature values can
get lost. The subtypes of t have dierent appropriate features, the values of which
possibly have to be preserved. In case the le has t
2
as the value of c, we need to
ensure that the value of the feature z is transferred properly.
To ensure that no information is lost as a result of applying a lr, it seems to
be necessary to split up the lr and make each instance more specic. In the above
example
4
this would result in two lrs: one for words with t
1
as their c value and one
for those with t
2
as their c value. In the latter case we can also take care of transferring
the value of z. However, as discussed in [Meu94], making several instances of lrs can
be avoided. Instead, the disjunctive possibilities introduced by property transfer can
be pushed inside of a lr. This is accomplished by having each lr predicate call a
so-called transfer predicate which can have multiple dening clauses. So for the lr 1,
3
A formalization of the ontology for hpsg assumed in [PS94] is provided in [Kin89] and [Kin94].
4
A linguistic example based on the signature given in [PS94] would be a lr deriving predicative
signs from non-predicative ones, i.e. changing the prd value of substantive signs from   to + much
like the lr for nps given in [PS94, p. 360, fn. 20]. In such a prd-lr (which we only mention as an
example and not as a linguistic proposal) the subtype of the head-object undergoing the rule as well
as the value of the features only appropriate for the subtypes of substantive is either lost or a separate
rule for each of the subtypes has to be specied.
4
property transfer is taken care of by extending the predicate in gure 3 with a call to
a transfer predicate in the following way:
lex rule 1(
1
2
4
B  
C
t
h
Y  
i
3
5
,
2
2
6
6
4
A b
C
t
"
X +
Y +
#
3
7
7
5
):- transfer 1(
1
,
2
).
Figure 4: Lexical rule predicate representing lexical rule 1
On the basis of the lr specication and the signature, the compiler deduces the
transfer predicates without requiring additional specications by the linguist. The
transfer predicate for lr 1 is dened by the following two clauses:
transfer 1(
2
6
4
B
1
C
t
1
h
W
2
i
3
7
5
,
2
6
4
B
1
C
t
1
h
W
2
i
3
7
5
). transfer 1(
2
6
6
4
B
1
C
t
2
"
W
2
Z
3
#
3
7
7
5
,
2
6
6
4
B
1
C
t
2
"
W
2
Z
3
#
3
7
7
5
).
Figure 5: Denition of the transfer predicate for lexical rule 1
The rst case applies to les in which c is specied as t
1
. We have to ensure that the
value of the feature w is transferred. In the second case, when feature c has t
2
as its
value, this does not suce as we additionally have to ensure that z gets transferred.
Note that neither clause of the transfer predicate needs to specify the features a, x
and y as these features are changed by lex rule 1. Furthermore, lling in features of
the structure below z is unnecessary as the value of z is structure shared as a whole.
2.2 Determining Global Lexical Rule Interaction
In the second compilation step, we use the denite clause representation of a set of lrs,
i.e., the lr and the transfer predicates, to compute a nite state automaton (henceforth
fsa) representing how the lrs interact (irrespective of the les). In general, any lr can
apply to the output of another lr, which is sometimes referred to as free application.
When looking at a specic set of lrs though, it is possible to determine which lrs
can possibly follow which lrs in that grammar. The set of follow-relationships is
obtained by testing which in-specications unify with which out-specications.
5
Using
this information, it is possible to avoid trying lr applications at run-time that are
bound to fail.
To illustrate this rst and the following steps determining global lr interaction, let
us add three more lrs to the one discussed in 2.1. Figure 6 shows the full set of four
5
For the computation of the follow-relationships, the specications of the transfer predicates are
taken into account. In case the transfer relation called by a lr has several dening clauses, the
generalization of the transfer possibilities is used.
5
lrs as specied by the linguist.
Rule 1:
2
4
B  
C
h
Y  
i
3
5
7!
2
6
6
4
A b
C
"
X +
Y +
#
3
7
7
5
Rule 2:
2
6
6
4
A b
B  
C
h
W  
i
3
7
7
5
7!

C
h
W +
i

Rule 3:
2
6
6
4
C
t
2
2
6
4
W +
X +
Z jTL
1
3
7
5
3
7
7
5
7!
2
4
C
t
2
"
Y +
Z
1
#
3
5
Rule 4:
2
6
6
6
6
6
4
B  
C
t
2
2
6
4
W +
X +
Z hi
3
7
5
3
7
7
7
7
7
5
7!
2
6
4
B +
C
t
2
h
X  
i
3
7
5
Figure 6: A set of four lexical rules as specied by the linguist
The following gure shows the denite clause representations of lrs 2, 3 and 4 and
the transfer predicates derived for them. The denite clauses representing lr 1 and its
transfer were already given in gures 4 and 5. The follow-relation obtained for the set
of four lrs is shown in the gure 8.
lex rule 2(
1
2
6
6
4
A b
B  
C
h
W  
i
3
7
7
5
,
2

C
h
W +
i

):- transfer 2(
1
,
2
).
lex rule 3(
1
2
6
6
4
C
t
2
2
6
4
W +
X +
Z jTL
3
3
7
5
3
7
7
5
,
2
2
4
C
t
2
"
Y +
Z
3
#
3
5
):- transfer 3(
1
,
2
).
lex rule 4(
1
2
6
6
6
6
4
B  
C
t
2
2
6
4
W +
X +
Z hi
3
7
5
3
7
7
7
7
5
,
2
2
4
B +
C
t
2
h
X  
i
3
5
):- transfer 4(
1
,
2
).
transfer 2(
2
6
6
6
6
6
4
A
1
B
2
C
t
1
"
X
3
Y
4
#
3
7
7
7
7
7
5
,
2
6
6
6
6
6
4
A
1
B
2
C
t
1
"
X
3
Y
4
#
3
7
7
7
7
7
5
). transfer 2(
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
A
1
B
2
C
t
2
2
6
4
X
3
Y
4
Z
5
3
7
5
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
,
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
A
1
B
2
C
t
2
2
6
4
X
3
Y
4
Z
5
3
7
5
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
).
transfer 3(
2
6
6
6
6
6
4
A
1
B
2
C
t
2
"
W
3
X
4
#
3
7
7
7
7
7
5
,
2
6
6
6
6
6
4
A
1
B
2
C
t
2
"
W
3
X
4
#
3
7
7
7
7
7
5
). transfer 4(
2
6
6
6
6
6
4
A
1
C
t
2
2
6
4
W
2
Y
3
Z
4
3
7
5
3
7
7
7
7
7
5
,
2
6
6
6
6
6
4
A
1
C
t
2
2
6
4
W
2
Y
3
Z
4
3
7
5
3
7
7
7
7
7
5
).
Figure 7: The denite clause encoding of lexical rules 2, 3, and 4
follow(1, [2, 3, 4]). follow(2, [1, 3, 4]). follow(3, [3, 4]). follow(4, []).
Figure 8: The follow-relation for the four lexical rules of the example
6
Once the follow-relation has been obtained, it can be used to construct an automa-
ton that represents which lr can be applied after which sequence of lrs. Special care
has to be taken in case the same lr can apply several times in a sequence. To obtain
a nite automaton, such a repetition is encoded as a transition cycling back to a state
in the lr sequence preceding it. In order to be able to (in the following steps) remove
a transition representing a certain lr application in one sequence without eliminating
the lr application from other sequences, every transition except for the ones introduc-
ing cycles leads to a new state. Otherwise we would obtain an automaton consisting
of a single state with a cycle from/into this state for each of the lrs.
The fsa below is constructed on the basis of the follow-relation of gure 8. The
state annotated with an angle bracket represents the initial state. All states (including
the initial state) are nal states. The labels of the transitions from one state to another
are the lr predicate indices, i.e., the lr names constitute the alphabet of the fsa.
q1
q3 q9
q16
q20
q17
q10
q5
q4
q12
1
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
q11
q18
3
4
4
4
2
q2
q6
q7
q13
q14
q19
q15
q8
1
1
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
3
Figure 9: Finite state automaton representing global lexical rule interaction
Once such a fsa representing global lr interaction has been obtained, it can be used
as the backbone of a denite clause encoding of lrs and their interaction (cf. 2.4).
Compared to free application, the fsa in gure 9 limits the choice of lrs possibly
applying at a certain point. However, there are still several places where the choices
can be further reduced. One possible reduction of the above automaton consists of
taking into account the propagation of specications along each possible path through
the automaton. This corresponds to actually unifying the out-specication of a lr
with the in-specication of the following lr along each path in the automaton, instead
of merely testing for uniability which we did to obtain the follow-relation. As a result
of unifying the out-specication of a lr in a path of the fsa with the in-specication of
the following lr, because of the structure sharing between the second lr's in- and out-
specication (stemming from the lr and its property transfer), the out-specication
of the second rule can become more specic. This makes it possible to eliminate some
of the transitions which seem to be possible when judging on the basis of the follow-
relation alone.
6
For example, solely on the basis of the follow-relation we are not able to discover
6
Note that in case of transitions belonging to a cycle, only those transitions can be removed which
are useless at the rst visit and after any traversal of the cycle.
7
the fact that upon the successive application of lrs 1 and 2, neither lr 1 nor 2 can be
applied again. Taking into account the propagation of specications, the result of the
successive application of lr 1 and lr 2 in any order (leading to state q7 or q9) bears
the value + on features w and y. This excludes lrs 1 and 2 as possible followers of that
sequence since their in-specications do not unify with those values. As a result, the
arcs 1(q7; q2) and 2(q9; q3) can be removed to obtain a reduced automaton representing
global lr interaction.
2.3 Abstract Lexicon Expansion
In the third compilation step the reduced fsa representing global lr interaction is
ne-tuned for each le in the lexicon. The result is a pruned fsa. The pruning is done
by performing the lr applications corresponding to the transitions in the automaton
representing global lr interaction. If the application of a particular lr fails, we know
that the corresponding transition can be pruned for the le under consideration. In case
of indirect or direct cycles in the automaton, however, we cannot derive all possible
les as there may be innitely many. Even though certain transitions can be pruned
even in such cyclic cases, it is possible that certain \redundant" transitions remain
in the pruned automaton. However, this is not problematic since the lr application
corresponding to such a transition simply fails during processing.
Consider the following base le:
lex entry(
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
A b
B  
C
t
2
2
6
6
6
6
4
W  
X  
Y  
Z
D
a,b
E
3
7
7
7
7
5
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
).
Figure 10: A lexical entry
With respect to this base le we ne-tune the reduced automaton representing global
lr interaction (i.e. gure 9 without arcs 1(q7; q2) and 2(q9; q3)) by pruning transitions.
We can prune the transitions f3(q2; q8), 4(q2; q6), 3(q3; q11), 4(q3; q10), 3(q1; q4),
4(q1; q5)g, because the lrs 3 and 4 can not be applied to a (derived) le which does
not have both w and x of value +. As a consequence the states q8, q15, q11, q18,
q4 and q12 are no longer reachable and the following transitions can be eliminated as
well: f3(q8; q8), 4(q8; q15), 3(q11; q11), 4(q11; q18), 3(q4; q4), 4(q4; q12)g. We can also
eliminate the transitions f4(q7; q13), 4(q9; q17)g, because the lr 4 requires z to be of
value empty list. Note that the lrs 3 and 4 remain applicable in q14 and q16.
Furthermore, due to the procedural interpretation of lrs (in contrast to the orig-
inal declarative intention behind the lrs by the linguist), there can be sequences of
lr applications which produce identical entries. To avoid having arcs in the pruned
automaton which lead to such identical entries, we use a tabelling method during ab-
stract lexicon expansion which keeps track of the feature structures obtained for each
node. If an identity is detected, one of the arcs leading to the corresponding nodes
is discarded. In the example, q7 and q9 are such identical nodes. So we can discard
8
either 2(q2; q7) or 1(q3; q9) and eliminate the arcs from states which then become un-
reachable. Choosing to discard 1(q3; q9), the pruned automaton for the example le
looks as displayed in gure 11.
7
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
A b
B  
C
t
2
2
6
6
6
6
4
W  
X  
Y  
Z
D
a,b
E
3
7
7
7
7
5
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
1
q1 q2
2
q7
3
q14
3
q19
4
q3
2
Figure 11: Pruned fsa representing lexical rule interaction for a lexical entry
Note that abstract lexicon expansion does not inuence the representation of the lrs
themselves. Pruning the fsa representing global lr interaction only involves restricting
lr interaction in relation to the les in the lexicon.
The ne-tuning of the automaton representing lr interaction results in a fsa for
each le in the lexicon. However, the same automata are obtained for certain groups
of les and, as shown in the next section, each automaton is translated into denite
relations only once. Note that these groups of les correspond to the natural classes for
which the linguist intended a certain sequence of lr applications to be possible. No
additional hand specication is required. So performing abstract expansion for every
le in the lexicon is not as unattractive as it might seem at rst sight. Moreover, the
alternative computational treatment to expand out the full lexicon at compile time is
just as costly and furthermore impossible in case of an innite lexicon.
2.4 Lexical Rule Interaction as Denite Relations
In the fourth compilation step, the fsas produced in the last step are encoded in
denite clauses, so-called, interaction predicates. The les belonging to a particular
natural class all call the interaction predicate encoding the automaton representing lr
interaction for that class. Figure 12 shows the extended version of the le of gure 10.
lex entry(
Out
):- q 1(
2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
A b
B  
C
t
2
2
6
6
6
6
4
W  
X  
Y  
Z
D
a,b
E
3
7
7
7
7
5
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
,
Out
).
Figure 12: An extended lexical entry
7
Note that an automaton can be made even more deterministic by unfurling instances of cy-
cles prior to pruning. In our example, unfurling the direct cycle by replacing 3(q14; q14) with
f3(q14; q14
0
); 3(q14
0
; q14
0
); 4(q14
0
; q19
0
)g would allow pruning of the cyclic transition 3(q14
0
; q14
0
) and
the transition 4(q14; q19). Note, however, that unfurling of the rst n instances of a cycle does
not always reduce nondeterminism. Whether unfurling allows pruning of transitions depends on the
grammar, namely the les and certain properties of lrs occurring in cycles.
9
The base le is fed into the rst argument of the call to the interaction predicate q 1.
For each solution to a call to q 1 the value of Out is a derived le.
Encoding a fsa as denite relations is rather straightforward. In fact one can
view both representations as notational variants of one another.
8
Each transition
in the automaton is translated into a denite relation in which the corresponding
lr predicate is called, and each nal state is encoded by a unit clause. Using an
accumulator passing technique (cf. [O'K90]) we ensure that upon execution of a call to
the interaction predicate q 1 a new le is derived as the result of successive application
of a number of lrs. Note that because of the abstract lexicon expansion step discussed
in 2.3, we avoid lr applications that are guaranteed to fail and those which produce
identical entries.
The interaction predicate encoding the fsa in gure 11 looks as follows:
q 1( In ,Out ):- lex rule 1( In ,Aux ), q 2(Aux ,Out ).
q 1( In ,Out ):- lex rule 2( In ,Aux ), q 3(Aux ,Out ).
q 2( In ,Out ):- lex rule 2( In ,Aux ), q 7(Aux ,Out ).
q 7(
In
,
Out
):- lex rule 3(
In
,
Aux
), q 14(
Aux
,
Out
).
q 14( In ,Out ):- lex rule 3( In ,Aux ), q 14(Aux ,Out ).
q 14( In ,Out ):- lex rule 4( In ,Aux ), q 19(Aux ,Out ).
q 1( In , In ). q 2( In , In ). q 3( In , In ). q 7( In , In ). q 14( In , In ). q 19( In , In ).
Figure 13: Dening the interaction of lexical rule predicates
3 Abstract Lexicon Expansion Revisited
The automata resulting from abstract lexicon expansion group the les into natural
classes. In case the automata corresponding to two les are identical they belong to
the same natural class. However, to each lr application, i.e., to each transition in an
automaton, corresponds a transfer predicate which can have a large number of dening
clauses. Intuitively understood, each dening clause corresponds to a subclass of the
class of les to which a lr can be applied. In this section we show that abstract
lexicon expansion can in many cases be improved such that it directly groups les into
subclasses (section 3.1). This means that the redundant nondeterminism resulting from
multiply dened transfer predicates can be eliminated. In section 3.2 we discuss how
this can be done without splitting up the lr predicates.
3.1 Reducing Nondeterminism resulting from Property
Transfer
In section 2.1 we introduced transfer predicates with several dening clauses to en-
sure correct property transfer for the dierent subclasses of les to which a lr can
be applied. During abstract lexicon expansion, however, when the fsa representing
8
For a description of the compiler as a sequence of program transformations, cf. [Min].
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global lr application is pruned with respect to a particular base le, we know which
subclass we are dealing with. For each interaction denition we can therefore check
which of the transfer clauses are applicable and discard the non-applicable ones. We
thereby eliminate the redundant nondeterminism resulting frommultiply dened trans-
fer predicates. This way to proceed corresponds to a program transformation technique
referred to as deletion of clauses with a nitely failed body in [PP94]. However, deleting
non-applicable transfer clauses would force us to have separate denitions of the lr
predicates for each le. We therefore only \keep track" of the transfer possibilities with
respect to a specic le and do not change the transfer predicates. In the next section,
the transfer possibilities are included in the encoding by lifting the specications of
the applicable transfer clauses to the level of the interaction predicates called by the
specic les. This allows us to eliminate the transfer predicates altogether.
3.2 Partial Unfolding
The elimination of the transfer predicates is based on Unfold/Fold transformation tech-
niques ([TS84]). The unfolding transformation is also referred to as partial execution.
Intuitively understood, unfolding comprises the evaluation of a particular literal in the
body of a clause at compile time. As a result, the literal can be removed from the body
of the clause. When all occurrences of a particular literal in a program are unfolded, its
dening clauses can be eliminated from the program. Whereas unfolding can be viewed
as a symbolic way of going forward in computation, folding constitutes a symbolic step
backwards in computation.
Given a le as in gure 10, we can discard all transfer clauses which presuppose t
1
as value of c as discussed in the previous section. To eliminate the transfer predicates
completely, we can successively unfold the transfer predicates and the lr predicates
with respect to the interaction predicate. However, such a transformation would result
in the loss of a representation of the lr predicates which is independent of a particu-
lar le. Since the independent representation of lrs reects the fact that lrs can be
called by various interaction predicates, i.e., that they constitute generalizations over
the complete lexicon, it is preferable to eliminate the transfer predicates without los-
ing the independent representation of the lrs. Our compiler therefore performs what
can be viewed as \partial" unfolding: it unfolds the transfer predicates directly with
respect to the interaction predicates. One can also view this transformation as suc-
cessive unfolding of the transfer predicates and the lr predicates with respect to the
interaction predicates followed by a folding transformation which isolates the original
lr predicates. The resulting denite clause encoding of interaction looks as follows:
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Figure 14: Unfolding the transfer predicates for the le of gure 10 with respect to
the interaction predicate of gure 13
The lr predicates called by these interaction predicates are dened as in gures 4 and
7 except for the fact that the transfer predicates are no longer called.
4 On the Fly Application of Lexical Rules
We want our compiler to produce an encoding of lrs which allows us to execute lrs
\on the y", i.e. at some time after lexical lookup. The advantage of such delayed
evaluation is that while the execution of the interaction predicate is delayed, more
constraints on the le are collected in processing. When the interaction predicate is
nally called, many of its possible solutions simply fail. The search tree which would
have resulted from pursuing these possibilities at the beginning of processing does not
have to be explored.
As it stands, our encoding of lrs and their application as covariation in les does not
yet support the application of lrs on the y. With respect to processing, the extended
le of gure 12 is problematic because before execution of the call to q 1 it is unknown
which information of the base le ends up in a derived le. One is therefore forced
to execute the call to q 1 directly when the le is used during processing. Otherwise
there is no information available to restrict the search space of a generation or parsing
process. In the following we show how the additional specications needed on the
extended le to guide processing can be automatically deduced.
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The intuitive idea is to lift the information which is ensured after all sequences of
lr applications which are possible for a particular base le into the extended le. Note
that this is not an unfolding step. Unfolding the interaction predicates with respect
to the les would lead to an increase of the number of les in eect comparable to
o-line lexicon expansion. Instead, what we do is factor out the information which is
common to all denitions of the called interaction predicate through computing the
generalization of these denitions. We then use the obtained generalization to enrich
the extended le.
The generalization can contain much valuable information because it is usually
the case that les resulting from lr application only dier in very few specications
compared to the number of specications in a base le. Most of the specications of a
le are assumed to be passed unchanged via automatic property transfer. After lifting
this information into the extended le, the out-argument in many cases contains enough
information to permit a delayed execution of the interaction predicate.
To illustrate this nal step, we show how a le suitable for on the y application is
obtained. Since the running example of this paper was kept small for expository reasons
by only including features that do get changed by one of the lrs (which violates the
empirical observation discussed above), the full set of lrs will not provide a good
example. Let us therefore assume that only the lrs 1 and 2 of gure 6 are given. We
then only obtain seven of the clauses of gures 13 and 14: those calling lex rule 1 or
lex rule 2, as well as the unit clauses for q 1, q 2, q 3, and q 7.
We lift the information unchanged by this interaction predicate into the extended
le of gure 12 using a technique that is similar to the technique used in [MGG95]
for o-line optimization of phrase structure rules in typed feature structure grammars.
We evaluate the interaction predicate o-line in a bottom-up fashion. However, when
there is more than one dening clause with which a right-hand side literal unies, we
do not pick one of them, but consider all clauses and unify the generalization of their
head literals with the right-hand side literal. Once we reach the top-level interaction
predicate we unify the generalization of the head literals of its dening clauses with
the call to the interaction predicate in the extended le. As a result, all information
left unchanged by the evaluation of the call to the interaction predicate is lifted up
into the le and becomes available upon lexical lookup. Applying this technique to the
extended le of gure 12 yields the following result:
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Figure 15: An entry suitable for on the y application (lr 1 and 2 only)
Even though we see on the y application as a prerequisite of a computational treat-
ment of lrs, it is important to note that delayed evaluation of lr application is not
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always protable. For example, underspecication of the head of a construction can
lead to massive nondeterminism or even nontermination when not enough restricting
information is available to generate its complements. Criteria to determine whether or
not to delay the evaluation of a lr are needed. [vNB94] suggest to use goal-freezing
to decide whether to delay the evaluation of lr application. This necessitates the pro-
cedural annotation of otherwise declarative specications. The linguist has to specify
restrictions on the instantiation status of a goal which need be fullled before it can
be executed. Thus the approach presupposes that the linguist possesses substantial
computational expertise. Furthermore, the computational bookkeeping necessary for
the freezing mechanism is very expensive. We therefore think that it is preferable to
deal with these kind of control problems in a static fashion along the lines of [MGG95]
and [MGH]. They describe the use of a dataow analysis for an o-line grammar opti-
mization which determines automatically when a particular goal can best be executed.
5 Concluding Remarks
We presented a new computational treatment of hpsg lrs by describing a compiler
which translates a set of lrs as specied by a linguist into denite relations which are
used to constrain les. We determine lr interaction and represent it by a fsa. The
automaton enables us to avoid the derivation of duplicate les and allows us to encode
lr interaction without actually having to execute a possibly innite number of calls
to lrs. By means of abstract lexicon expansion the nite state automaton is rened
in order to avoid lr applications that are guaranteed to fail. The rened automaton
is encoded in denite relations without losing any of the generalizations captured by
lrs. Finally, adapting the les, we make it possible to apply lrs on the y.
Building on the work described in this paper, we used the encoding of lrs and
their application as covariation in les in the Troll system ([GK94]) for a grammar
implementing a complex hpsg theory covering the so-called aux-ip phenomenon and
partial-vp topicalization in the three clause types of German ([Meu94]). Given a set
of ve lrs, the proposed lr encoding lead to a lexicon which is about fty percent
smaller than the one obtained from o-line expansion (from which duplicate entries
were already removed).
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